
Part 2

Applications to
ThermaI Reactions

In Chapters 1-3 the theoretleol foundatlons were lald that are needed to
understand the energetlcs of reactlons taking place on a single potentlal
energy surface. It would be qulte dlfflcult to apply those concepts In a
rlgorous quantltatlve fashlon to cny reactlon Involvlng a potentlal energy
surface havlng more than a lew degrees of freedom. Theprocess of walk-
Ing clono the reactloncoordlnate requlres that the potentlal surface be
explored and that the preclse nature of the reactlon coordlnate Q, be
determlned. Although such calculatlons have recently become feaslble
for systemscontalnlng three or tour atoms, one almost never knowsexactly
how to walk clono Q, for reactlons of more complleoted molecules.

j

Therefore, In most appllcatlons of symmetry-conservatlon concepts, a J
reactlon path Ispostulated, and one attempts to explore how the orbita I, ~

conflguratlon, and stale energles vary clono thls path. One hopes that,jby chooslng a path that glves rlse to favorabie overlap of the Important ...

orbitais of the reactant specles, the postulated path Is close to the true
reactlon coordlliate.

Another problem Isthat, In addltlon to belng oble to know the reac-
Ilon coordlnate preclsely, reactlon pathways other than those chosen
may be avallable. Forexample, If the one-step four-center reactlon of H2
wlth h to produce 2HIwere examlned, a reasonable concluslon would be
that the reactlon has a high actlvatlon energy. However, thls concluslon
does not elIminate the posslblllty that HI can be formed by some other
mechanism, 50 It Is Important to explore olI pathways that mlght yleld the
deslred products. The symmetry methods lIIustrated In thls chapter and
those for photochemlcal reactlons In Chapter 7 eon be used to analyze
cny single reactlon step that Involves breaking old bonds and slmulta-
neously forming new product bonds. Ifa proposed reactlon path eouses
reactants to glve rlse to products In a single step, the reactlon Istermed "
concerted. Thesymmetry rules eon be applled to the single step of Buch
concerted reactlons to predlct dlrectly whether the reactlon would have a
large actlvotlon energy. Forstepwlse reactlon mechanlsms, the symmelry



rulesmust be applled to each step. Ilcny step Inthe reactlon Ispredlcted
to have a larga actlvatlon energy. the overall reactlon would not be ex-
pected to proceed wlth great speed.

ItIssuggested that readers who have not recently mada usa ol point-
group symmetry tools such as character tables. dlrect products, and
projectlon operators read Appendlx C before beglnnlng the examples
treated In Chapter 4.



Chapter 4

Examples for Analyzing
Ground-State

Thermal Processes

In this chapter several examples of applications of the symmetry arguments are
presented.

4.1. Simple Predictions from Orbital-,
Configuration-, and State-Correlation Diagrams

The thermal addition reaction of a nitrogen molecule and a hydrogen molecule
to field cis-diimide is a straightforward problem.

H H

+
N====N

. H H

I I

N=N

We begin by considering only the orbitals directly involved in changing the
, bonds and assume that C2vsymmetryis preserved during the reaction path-
this is the guess of the reaction coordinate. The steps for attacking the problem
Bre the following:

1. AD orbital-correlation diagram is drawn for the proposed reaction path.
2. A hypothesis is made for the likely (energetically favorable) eon figura-

tions, and a configuration-correlation diagram is constructed.
3. The state-correlation diagram is made and is then used to determine

whether the reaction is thermally allowed along this reaction path.

If we assume that the reaction coordinate involves the C2v'approach as
,owo in Figure 4-1, the active orbitals are the bonding and antibonding (1HH

~
1I"NNorbitals. Notice that we are not trying to deduce the reaction coor-

. ate but merely proposing a reaction coordinate and observing whether a
i gh'barrier to that reaction is expected. The basic approach is to tfY all reac-
[don pathways that we believe to be likely for'good band formation. If we then
[usume that the potential energy surface can be smoothly interpolated between
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Fllun 4-1
Cis addhion path.
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N2 + H2 N2H2 (cis)
Fllun 4-2
Orbital-correlationdiagramfor cisaddition.

these postulated pathways, which have same symmetry, then a qualitative pic-
ture of the fuli surface tan be obtained.

Since nitrogen is more electronegative than hydrogen, the expected energy
ordering of the N2 and H2 orbitaIs is that shown in Figure 4-2. The spacing be-
tweeD the bonding and antibonding H2 orbitaIs is larger than for the N2 11'
boQd7energy. In more complicated situations, one often resorts to using infor-
mation about valence ionization potentials to provide, via Koopmans' theorem,
(Pilar, 1961), the ordering of the orbital energies for reactants and products. ,:
Figure 4-2 also yields the symmetries of the orbitaIs of both N2 + 82 and cis-

. '-':~", ,.1:~~~.,..- :~.."h'n~ ., croc:c:inq ~monl!:
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Fllore 4.3
Configuration-correlationdiagram and state-correlationdiagram for cis addition.

reaction N2 + H2 -HNNH is forbidden (remember that only cis-HNNH is
being treated hece because we assume C2vsymmetry);we stm have to look at
the configuration-correlation diagram and the state-correlation diagram.

Sincethe ground electronicstates of N2and H2 possessdouble occupancy
of the bonding1rNNorbital and the bonding UHHorbital, the 1r~NU~H configura-
tlon, which bas (a~a~)= tA t symmetry, should be important. At the other
end of the assumed reaction coordinate is cis-HNNH, which should be
dominatedby the (U~HI)(U~H1) = (a~)(b~)= tA t configuration. The fact that
these two confzguratzons do not correlate is shown in Figure 4-3, which algo
shows the avoided configuration crossing that gives rise to the state-correlation
diagram. Notice that configurations are correlated according to the sym-
metries of the orbitaIs that are occupied in the configurations rather than by
their overall space-spin symmetry. The steepness of the two configuration
'energy lines shown in Figure 4-3 is determined by the relative energies of the
two dominant configurations at the extremes of the reaction coordinate. For
:example,the 1r~HU~Hconfiguration, which correlates to U~HU~~,is expected to
be very high in energy (since both NH bonds are broken) on the diimide side of
'he reaction. Baserl uoon the ::lhove state-correlation diagram, a substantial



'7TNN(b) U1 -CT2 (b)

CTHH(o) U1 +CT2 (o)

N2+ H2 N2H2(frans)

Figure 4-4
Orbital-correlationdiagram for trans addition.

We most also consider whether the interaction between the twa configura-
tions that cross would be large enough to produce soch strongly avoided cross-
ings that the state-correlation diagram would show no barrier. This is not likely
because the configuration coupling is caused only by the ril terms in he (since
the configurations differ by two orbitais as discussed in Appendix A), and
these electronic interaction terms are usually quite smali. Hence. configuration
pairs that differ by twa orbitals relative to one another should display weakly
avoided crossings. Notice that the orbital crossing (noncorrelation) leads to the :
configuration noncorrelation, erom which a high barrier is predicted. The '
above analysis shows that this reaction is thermally forbidden. The word ther-

"mai is employed becausethe molecular orbitals are occupied in a war that is
appropriate to the ground states of reactants and products, and the systemiso
consideredto move on this ground-statesurface. The reaction is forbidden onty
because a large symmetry-imposedactivation barrier to this thermal reaction
should be present.

We naw consider the reaction N2 + H2-HNNH(trans).The relevant
point group is naw C2(wherethe C2 rotation axis isperpendicular to the pIane
of the molecule, and the orbital correlation diagram is given in Figure 4-4.
Now the orbital symmetries correlate differently. so that the configuration-
I'nr,T'!'I:\tiondi:uJT':\m(Fi!mre4-5) does not involveconfiguration crossing (Le..
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FIgure4-5
Configuration-correlationdiagram and state-correlationdiagram for trans additioo.

1r~O~H correlates directly with O~HI0~H2)'Hence, the formation of trans-
HNNH via a C2 reaction coordinate should involve no significant symmetry-
imposed barrier. Thus, N2H4 should thermally fragment via a trans reaction
'coordinate, and H2 should attack N2 in a trans mann er. This latter prediction
is based upaD symmetry considerations alone, and it does not mean that such a
trans attack would occur easily-for exampl~, in a collision. In fact, such a
collision is not likely to be successful, since the band length of the H2 molecule
is so short that a great deal of energy would be required just to stretch the H2
sufficiently to make formation of the twa new NH bonds feasible.

The above symmetry considerations include nothing about geometrical
factors or the overall reaction thermodynamics (such as band strengths of the
reactant and product); symmetry only makes requirements on the nadal pat-
terns of the important orbitaIs. Il is essential to keep Ibis point in min~ in all
subsequent problems.

Notice algo that, because the C2vpoint group bas no degenerat e represen-
tations, nowhere (except at infinite separation) along the hypothetical reaction
palb do aDYorbitais or states become degenerate. Hence, questions involving
fiest-order Jahn-Teller instability do not occur in Ibis example.

~ Onlytwa possiblereaction paths havebeenconsidered,and it is reasonable
':to wonder whether collisions that are slightly non-C2v tan field cis-diimide,
because in the Cs point group, which would rigorously pertain to such a colli-

rsion, the al and b2 orbitaIs both have a' symmetry. As a result, the rigorous
torbital-correlation diagram would not include an orbital crossing and, hence,
'. the configuration-correlation diagram and state-correlation diagram would

fi not predict a forbidden reaction. However, Ibis rigorous analysis is incorrect!
. The concept of near ~vmmf'frv !>1",.,!>1I1')"'""" fI')."",1" f',,~~I..~:,..u 1_~...t ..",."
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C2v symmetry analysis to collisionsthat involve near-C2vgeometries. That is,
neor the C2vgeometry that was analyzed, a symmetry-imposed barrier, whose
precise shape and height will vary somewhat as one moves further erom C2v
geometry, will still be present. As will be seen in later examples, it is not the
rigorous symmetry that actually gives rise to orbital symmetry nonconserva-
tion but the nadal characteristics of the orbitais. These nadal patterns remain
even when rigorous symmetry is tost.

4.2. ADExample of Unimolecular DecompositioD

This example makes use oCmoce quantitative data on ionization energies to
order the molecular orbitais. If soch data is available, it is certainlywiseto use
il, because then one caDmake mocequantitative predictions about the thermal
and photochemical behavior of a system. As an example, the thermal decom-
position of Cormaldehydeto carbon monoxide and a hydrogen molecule

H2CO-H2 + CO

is analyzed. A minimum-basis molecular-orbital calculation bas been carried
out (Cook, 1978; Pilar, 1968; SchaeCer, 1971) and bas yielded the orbital
energies (in eV) given in Table 4-1. We begin by postulating a reaction coor-
dinate, by assumingthat C2vsymmetryis preservedduring the decomposition,
and proceed through the following steps:

I. The symmetryoCthe molecular orbitaIs oCthe formaIdehydemolecule,
the hydrogen molecule, and carbon monoxide are classified according
to the point-group symmetrythat is preservedduring the reaction path.

2. An orbital-correlation diagram for this reaction path is drawn.
3. A configuration-correlation diagram is constructed, and the state-

correlation diagram is used to determine whether the thermal decom-
position oCformaIdehyde is allowed.

The irreducible representations of the formaIdehyde molecular orbitaIs
givenin Table4-1 determihe the coordinate systemto be used. The lal and 201
molecular orbitaIs are the ls orbitaIs on oxygen and carbon, respectively.Ali
01 orbitaIs have the symmetry of the z coordinate ws. The 1b 1 orbital is unique
among the occupied molecular orbitals and, hence, most represent the 11"
molecular orbitaIs of the carbonyl group that are aligned along the y axis, lying
perpendicular to the piane oC the formaIdehyde molecule (Figure 4-6). The
symmetry labeis that Can thus be attached to the active molecular orbitaIs are
the Collowing:

The hydrogen mo/ecu/e. 10.(01), 10,,(b2)
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TABLE 4-1

ORBITAL ENERGlES IN eV FoR

FORMALDEHYDE. CARBON MONOXIDE. AND
HYDROGEN

Formaldehyde
(C1.)

Hydrogen
(DODh)

Carbon monoxide
(COD.)

la, -553.4
20, -302.8
30, -36.52
40, -23.02
Ib1 -18.48
Sa, -15.09
lb, -12.22
2b1 - 10.28
60, 3.99
2b, 7.10
70, 19.75
3b1 23.07

lu -553.3

20' -302.7

30' -35.82

40' -19.92

l... -15.78

50' -13.09

2... 7.07

60' 25.36

10'. -17.51
100u 20.05

H
/

:6= C",
H

.....

H

:OsaC: + I

H

Flance 4-6
Decomposition of formaidehyde.

Carbon monox;de. AU of the C1and lone-pair orbitals transform as a.; the
7rorbitals transform as b. and bz; the 7r*orbitais also trans form as b. and
bz.

FormaIdehyde. The CO C1and one of the CH C1bonds transform as ah the
other CH C1band as bz, the nonbonding orbitals on oxygen as a. and bz,
and the CO 7r and 7r*orbitals as b.-

The orbital-correlation diagram that results erom simply connecting the
orbitallists of HzCO and Hz + CO is given in Figure 4-7. Notice that several
orbital crossings are present, so the possibility exists that an activation barrier
will be predicted. By using the 16 electrons to occupy the lowest 8 molecular
orbitals or H2CO (since we are considering the thermal or ~round-state reaction)
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Figure 4-7
Orbital-correlation diagram for decompositionof formaidehyde.

the 2b~ part or the resulting'conriguration correlates with a 211"2occupancy
oCCO (Le., double occupancyof an antibonding 11"&orbital). The 211"orbitalor
the ground stale or CO is not doubly occupied. The cross ing of the 501 and lb2
orbital energies is not relevant, for both of these orbitais are doubly occupied
in the ground states of both the reactant and the product.

The coJlfiguration-correlation diagram shown in Figure 4-8 results when
the lowest'8 orbitals or CO + H2 and or H2CO are occupied by the 16electrons.
The twa configurations that cross do have the same overall symmetry eA 1)' so
they caD mix to' give the state-correlation diagram algOshown in Figure 4-8 by
'. J ..neT 'T ,T '.". 1T~...,...~.. ll.~..,:~...,"~~ nf tl>~ Arh;l~'
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"'co + H2

Flgure 4.8
Configuration-correlationdiagram and state-correlationdiagram for decompositionof formaIde-
hyde.

thermal reaction. Since the twa configurations that cross differ with respect to
one another by twa electron occupancies, anty the electron-electron interac-
tion terms Vi]) in hecouple Lbemtogether. Hence, the barciel predicted by the
configuration crossing should not be substantially lowered in going to the
state-correlation diagram.

Because of the law point-group symmetry (C2v), degenerate representations
ale not possible; therefore, fiest-order Jahn- Teller effects do not come into
play. Notice also that if the reaction wece to occur along a path that preserves
anty the one piane of symmetry (Cs point group), then both b2 and al orbital
become a'. Consequently, the reaction becomes orbitally allowed (since naw
the orbitais of reactants and products correlate) and, hence, allowed in the
configuration- and state-correlation diagrams. Thus, the high barciel predicted
for the C2v path will probably be reduced when moving away erom the C2v
path. However, the barciel should not suddenly disappear when moving slightly
away erom the C2v symmetry because approximate symmetry is still present. In
contrast, lf we imagine distortions of H2CO that make the molecule nonplanar
but preserve the piane of symmetry bisecting the HCH band angle, the crossing
of the 2b2 and 601 orbitaJs wouJd still occur. since.the!':f'two orhit,,'~ h..."pfiiL
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4.3. A Degenerate Case with Jahn-Teller Effects

In this section a case in which degenerate orbitals caD occur is examined. We
ask whether the 11"orbital structure of the cyclopropenyl radical (C3H3) favors
an equilateral triangular structure. The (C3H3t or (C3H3)- forms will also be
considered. At the equilateral-triangle geometry. the P.. orbitais on the three
carbon atoms caD be combined to field one orbital having at symmetry (C3v
point group)

at = PA+PB+PC j

I

and twa degenerate orbitals of e symmetry

[ PA-PC ]e = 2PB-PA-PC

These symmetry-adapted orbitals caD be generated by applying the projectors
(see Appendix C or Cotton. 1963)

Pi = 1- I;Xi(R)R
g R

.1

i
..~
;~

!
to the individual atomie basis orbitals (PA.PR.Pdt in which Xi(R) is the
character of irreducible representation i. The twa degenerate e orbitals that
would be obtained are not orthogonal. After orthogonalization the twa e
orbitais given above are obtained. The atorbital is bonding between aUthree
carbon atoms. whereasthe e orbitals are antibonding. Becauseonly the effects.
of the 11"orbitais are examined beret all of the factors that determine the shape
of C3H3 are not considered. If the (1-bonding effects are sufficiently strong
(Le.. if the (1Cofce constants are large enough). the 1I"-orbitaleffects treated
here will be negligible. However. they are still interesting and instructive to
study. '

What predictions can be made within these limitations? First. (C3H3t
should be stable at the equilateral-triangle geometry. since it would have both
of its 11"electrons in the bonding at orbital; thus. 1/10would be nondegenerate.
Second. C3H3 should be first-order Jahn-TeUer unstable. since the configura-
tion (at)2e is degenerate. The kind of vibration that will distort the equilateral-
triangle geometry is predicted (by forming the direct product of 1/I~1/Io(Cotton.

1963) erom the first-order Jahn-TeUer matrix element-( 1/10 Iah./aQI1/10) to
have (e x e = at + e + a2) or e symmetry (for this point group. a2 is a rotation
~~r! Nr~ ovmp'~"-:~ -:~N ,.1;o.~-,;~", .1'~l .."",1,.1 ~". hr~-I- .1,~ rl__~"~r""" ,,4',1 \
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groups away erom the other two. Consequently, equilateral triangle C3H3 is
unstable and cannot even be a true transition stale (since it bas a nonzero value
of slope). Third, (C3H3)- should not be stable at the equilateral-triangle
geometry for two possible reasons: (1) it bas two electrons in the antibonding e
orbitais that would "cancel" aDY11"bonding due to the two a l electrons (but
the C1bonds would remain intact). (2) The configuration (e)2 might be Jahn-
Teller unstable. The (e)2 configuration bas symmetry components lA 1+
3A2 + IE, of which, by Hund's rules, the 3A2wouldbe the lowestenergystale.
This tripiet stale is not spatially degenerate and is therefore not first-order
Jahn-Teller unstable.

The above symmetry- and spin-term symbols for C3H3- are obtained by
forming, for the singlet states (which have antisymmetric two-electron spin
functions), the symmetric direct product (e x e)+; for the tripiet (which bas an
even spin function), one forms the antisymmetric direct product (e x e)-. The
characters (X*) for these two kinds of direct products are given in terms of the
characters (x) of the e representation of the individual orbitais appearing in the
e2 configuration as

1
x*(R) = 2[x2(R) :l: X(R2)J.

Within the C3v point group,

x+
x-

E

3
1

o
1

1
-1

2C3 3C1v

Then, the x* are decomposed joto their individual representations using the
projections (Cotton, 1963)

ni = .!. EXi(R)x*(R)
g R

(g is the group order 6, and the Xi are the characters of irreducible representa-
tions), which indicate the number oftimes (ni) representation i occurs in x*. It
is important to use these symmetric and antisymmetric direct products when
dealing with two equiva/ent electrons. If the electrons were in different sets of
degenerate orbitais (1e, 2e), then they are nonequivalent and you caD use the
usual direct product (Cotton, 1963).

The lowest energy stale of (e)2e A 2) is nondegenerate; thus, (C3H3)- is
nnt 11Tl~t:>nlenv :>first-orrlPf Tf'hn-Telter distortion. Its unstable nature is an
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did not have different spin symmetry erom the JA2 ground stale. then
quadratic terms in the Jahn-Teller theory sbould come joto play through the
(1Polah./aQI1Pk)factors.The distortion that should contribute would have
either A2 x A I = A2 or A2 X E = E symmetry. The CJv-character Labie shows
that the molecule bas no A 2 vibration. though it does have an E vibration.
Hence. an E distortion should occur. or course. this analysisis nothing but an
exercise in futility because the different spin symmetnes of the JA 2 and eA I. IE)
states would make the {1PoIah./ aQ I1pk>integrals vanish-unless spin orbit ef-
fects wecevery large-and this is not likely for (CJHJ)-.

4.4. The Bond-Symmetry Rule-Another Jahn-Teller Case

In this section we consider whether two ethylene molecules will combine to
give cyclobutane if they collide in a D2,,-symmetry manner (in a head-on
fashion such that their 11'orbitaIs bump joto one another directly) and then
examine the analogous exchange reaction H2 + O2-2HO.

The orbital-correlation diagram for both of these reactions is shown in
Figure 4-9. in which each orbital is labeled according to its D2" symmetry (and
according to the the D4" symmetry that appears ODcethe four hydrogen atoms
are equivalently located in the latter reaction). Notice. for H2 + O2. that the
b2u and bJu orbitals cross at D4" symmetry where they are symmetry-degenerate
(eu)' These orbitais algo cross in the case of ethylene. but not at D4" symmetry.
As a result of these orbital crossings. the ethylene 1r21r2(a:blu)and u2u2(a:biu)
configurations algo cross one another-they do not correlate (Figure 4-10).
The corresponding configurations algo cross in the case of H2 and O2. Since
both of these configurations have IAg symmetry. the state-correlation diagram
will show an avoided crossing ODcethey miKto give rise to two lAg stale wave
functions. A substantial barrier (an avoided crossing) to both of these reac-
tions should be present. but it should be weakly avoided because the two par-
ticipating configurations differ by two orbitals. so only the ril can couple Lbem.

If the D4" geometry wece proposed as a possible transition stale for the
hydrogen-exehange reaction. several kinds of motion that might be important
in distorting this geometry must be considered. At D4". the configuration
afge~-through the symmetric direet product for this singlet reaction-gives
rise to IAlg + IBlg + IB2g electronic stalego Quantum chemical calculations
indicated that the IBlg stale is the lowest singlet stale. Thus. this D4" IBlg stale
is not fiest-order Jahn-Teller unstable. and we cannot conclude that the slope
of the suf'Caceis nonzero along aDYnonsymmetric direction. Hence. it is pos-
sible that the square geometry is a transition stale. Furthermore. quadratic
Jahn-Teller effects involving (IBlglah./aQI lAI,) could give rise to a
n. V. A,~ ,,- p rI;d",.t;"., "r t1-.~ n-1"I"""ln
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Flgore 4-9
Orbital-correlation diagrams for (a) dimerization of ethylene and (b) H2-D2 exchange.

The other distortion Big X B2g = A2~ cannot occur because the D4h point

group bas no A2g vibration (Cotton, 1963). Thus a D4hH4 transition staLe. ,
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F1gure 4-10
Configuration-correlation diagram for dimerization of ethylene.

vibration. The termpseudo-Jahn-Teller is used rather than second-order Jahn-
Teller.beeausethe excitedstale (vl1c= lA I,) arises by electron rearrangement
between the twa degenerate eNorbitals (analogous to the atomie orbital eon-
figurationpl givingrise to 3P. ID. and IS states)and not flam electron promo-
tion into an excitedorbital. One cannot conclude that the square geometry is
definitely pseudo-Jahn-Teller unstable beeause. flam what bas been said. it is
not elear whether the negative-curvature terms caused by coupling of the IBl,
and lAI, states are larger in magnitude than the positive-curvature terms de-
scribed in equation 2.20-more quantitative information about these coupling
matrix elements is needed to make this prediction.

This example-two ethylenes combining to give cyclobutane-illustrates
the concept called the bond-symmetry role (Pearson. 1976).This fule states

~ that a reaction will be orbitally forbidden-that iso involve orbital crossing
problems-unless the symmetries of the bonds plus lane pairs broken in the
reactants match the symmetriesof bonds plus lane pairs formed in the prod-
ucts. For example. the rearrangement of benzene-which bas one occupied
alb! and b11forbital (seeCotton. 1963.and section7.S)-to givedewarbenzene

CD
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(which bas twa occupied al orbitais and one occupied b2 orbital) is forbidden.
Also the C2v decomposition of

~

l
~r
~"

H
'C = O/

H

to give

H
I +:C=O
H

is forbidden, since the reactant bas twa al and twa b2 orbitals (CH bonds and
oxygen lane pairs), whereas the products have one b2 orbital (theCO 11"hond)
and three al orbitais (HH and the :Co: lane pairs).

The addition of a halogen to the 1 position of dewarbenzene

q)
X

reduces the symmetry erom C2v to Cs. As a result, the reactant bas twa a' and
one a" orbitais, as does the halobenzene. Thus, the reaction becomes allowed,
though the reaction rate is still very law (Pearson, 1976, p. 90). The reagan is
that the halogen does not have a strong influence on the active orbitais, so C2v
symmetry (in which the reaction is forbidden) is approximately valid.

The bond-symmetry fule is, or course, nothing but a short cut for'
recognizing when nonconservation of occupied-orbital symmetry will occur.
Whenever the symmetries of the occupied orbitais of reactants and products
do not match, the orbital-correlation diagram will display a crossing of occu-
pied and unoccupied orbitals, which then causes nonconservation of symmetries.

Use of this (or aDY other) symmetry fUle requires that only symmetry ,

elements that are preserved along the fulI reaction path are used to label the
orbitais. Only for these symmetry elements is the reaction coordinate Qr sym-
metric, and this is necessaryif the orbital, configuration, and stale symmetries
are to remain constant (Le., be correlated by symmetry) along the reaction
path. For example, in considering the opening of

IA2I
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to give

D
twa possible "reaction paths" are commonly examined (Woodward and Hoff-
man, 1970). Two kinds of ring opening-conrotatary and disrotatary-must
be considered. In conrotatory opening, both CHI groups are twisted in the
same direction (e.g., clockwise). When this motion is used as a reaction coordi-
nate, the only symmetry element preserved throughout the reaction is a CI axis

dJ

'C2

The occupied u and 1rorbitais of the reactant and the twa occupied 1rorbitals
in the 1,3-butadiene produet are even and odd, respectively, with respect to
this CI axis. Hence, the bond-symmetry rule indicates that conrotatory ring
opening is orbitally allowed.

In disrotatory opening, the twa CHI groups move in opposite directions.
Such motion preserves a reflection pIane Uvthat runs down the middle of the
molecule

co.

Under this symmetry element the u and 1rorbitals of the reactant are both
even, whereas the 1rorbitals of the produet are even and odd. Hence, disrota-
tory ring opening is orbitally forbidden.

The twa different reaction paths (conrotatory and disrotatory) preserve dif-
ferent symmetry elements' and therefore lead to different symmetry predictions.

4.5. Breaking of Single Homonuclear and Heteronuclear Bonds

Before considering more sophisticated examples, we return for a moment to
the most elementary reactions-those in which only a single hond is
fragmented, as in the dissociationof Hl and HCI. These simplebond-breaking
reactions serveas an excellenttest of aur concepts, for if these ideas arf valid,
they must certainly apply for these reactions. In these cases, oniy one active
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correlation diagram are the bonding and antibonding orbital pairs (u, and Uu
for t-h, u and u* for HCl). These pairs of orbitais never cross, so such bond
breaking cannot be orbitally forbidden. It isimportant to note that not being
forbidden does not mean that the bond breaking costs no energy but instead
that symmetry constraints do not impose an additional energy barrier to such
reactions beyond simple thermochemical energy requirements. In general, the
meaning of the symmetry rules forbidding or not forbidding a reaction is only
the presence or absence, respectively, of an additional energy barrier. The
overall thermodynamie stability of reactants and products, whieh bas nothing
to do with symmetry, must always be inclllded when one attempts to guess
total reaction activation barriers.

So far, we have concluded that for breaking (or forming) simple bonds, an
orbital-symmetry-related activation barrier will not exist, because the bonding
and antibonding orbitals do not cross. We now consider the configuration-
correlation diagram for such a reaction, treating the homonuclear and
heteronuclear molecules separately. For H2' the available orbitais (u, and au)
caD be occupied in several different ways-u: and u~ give lE, configurations,
and U,UucaD give 103Eu.Since the ground stale of H2 bas lE, symmetry, only
the u: and u~ configurations caD play a role. The energies of these two con-
figurations differ greatly for internuclear distances (R) near equilibrium, but
they become degenerate when R - ex>.Therefore, a strong configurationlinter-
action should exist between u: and u~ for large values of R.

We now analyze the behavior of the u: and u~ configurations at large R to
see why they become degenerate. Using the facts that the unnormalized
molecular orbitais caD be expressed in terms of the IS atomie orbitais as

u, ==lSA + ISo

Uu == lSA - ISo

for large R, the two relevant Slater-determinant wavefunctions caD be written
as (Pilar, 1968)

Iu:1 = u,(1)u,{2){a{j -{ja)r1/2

= [lSAlSA+ ISoiSo+ lSAlSo+ lSolSA](a{j-{ja)r1/2

and

Iu~I = [l SAl SA + ISoiSo - lSAlSo - lSolSA]{a{j -{ja)r1/2.

Notiee that, at large R, both of these configurations contain equal mixtures oC
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properly describes 2H at R -00; they both attempt to describe t [2H+ H+. Hi.
whose energy lies above that of 2H by one-half the ionization potential of H
minus the electron affinity of H. However. at large R the configuration-
interaction function (1/'-'2)[10:1 - 10~1J would contain only covalent (2H)
terms and its orthogonal partner (1/'-'2)[10:1 + 10~1Jwould descnbe (H-. H+).
Recall that o,ou could not contribute because it bas the wrong symmetry.
Thus. the breaking of a single homonuc/eor hond bas no symmetry-caused
activation energy and requires mbring of 02 and (0*)2 configurations that are
doubly excited relative to one another and that miKvery strongly because the o
and u' orbitaIs are degenerate for large R.

For heteronucleor bonds the situation is somewhat different. For example,
in HCl the bonding (u) and antibonding (u.) orbitaIs do not cross. and at large
R they do not become degenerate. However. the 02 configuration and the uo*
(singlet) configurations do cross as R varies. Near the equilibrium value of R.
U2represents the u band of HCl. whereas uu' describes a dissociative excited
stale. At large values of R the o orbital becomes 3p CI and 0* becomes ts H. so
02 describes (H+, Cn and uo* represents (a. H). Therefore, a configuration
interaction should be important in describing breakage of the HCl band. Notice
that, in contrast with the homonuclear case. singly excited configurations play
the dominant role. As a result. the operator ohe/oQ can effectively couple the
02 and 00* configurations and thereby produce a smooth (barrier-free) transi-
tion erom HCI to H + a as the reaction coordinate varies. In both cases. a
strong configuration interaction (u: and o~ for H2 and U2.uu* for HCI) yields
a smooth potential energy curve that displays no symmetry-imposed barriers.
Symmetry barriers anse onty when moce than one electron pair undergoes
changes in a reaction. since it is only in this moce complicated case that orbitaI
crossings (which then produce avoided configuration crossings) caD exist along -
the reaction coordinate.

4.6. The Use of Bonding-Antibonding Orbita. Mixing
to Predict the Reaction Coordinate

In section 4.4 we showed that. as far as being symmetry-allowed. cyclobutene
could open by means of a conrotatory motion to field 1,3-butadiene. In that
example. a reaction palb was guessed and then tested for orbital-symmetry
conservation. That reaction can also be viewed in a different way. In section
4.5 we showed that breaking bonds utilizes moong of configurationshaving
antibonding- and bonding-orbital partners. Cyclobutene bas. in C2v sym-
metry. doubly occupied OI(U) and bl(1I")active orbitaIs and corresponding
empty b2(0*) and 02(11".)orbitaIs. If we proposed to add in configurations
(through {1/1oIohe/oQ!1/1,,» that includeone or both ofthe excitationsOl- b2. " ..
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symmetry of the direct product of its singly occupied orbitaIs. On the other
band, al - a2 «1- 11"*) and b1 - b2 (11"-<1*) excitations could be caused by a
distortion of a2 symmetry. The CH2 twisting motions of cyclobutene, which
are needed to break the <1hond between the carbon atoms 1 and 4, have b1
(disrotatory) and a2 (conrotatory) symmetry (Cotton, 1963); b2 motion would
be an in-pIane deformation of the carbon ring, not a twisting motion. Hence,
the conrotatory motion produces proper bonding-to-antibonding orbital mix-
ing and this causes hond breakage. This reaction, in which a new 11"hond is
formed erom the termini of a conjugated 11"system, is called an electrocyclic
reaction.

Notice that in this example knowledge of the symmetry of the molecu1ar
orbitaIs of the product molecule was not used. Instead, mixing of bonding and
antibonding orbitaIs of the reactants was the approach employed. Conse-
quently, the technique caD only predict the kind of motion that caD break cer-
tain bonds and is independent of the bonds that form. This idea of mixing the
bonding molecular orbital of one fragment with the antibonding molecular or-
bital of the other fragrnent (e.g., <1- 11"*, 11"-<1*) is very import ant. This mix-
ing allows charge density to flow erom the old bonds joto regions of space (or-
bitaIs) that allow these bonds to break wbite pew bonds form. Recall erom in-
troductory quantum chemistry (Cook, 1978; Shavitt, 1979; Appendix A) that
singly excited configurations are used to describe orbital polarization or or-
bital relaxation. That is, an excitation of the form <1211"2 - <111"211"*gives ?rise to

polarization of the <1orbital in a way that mixes in SOfie11"*character. If this
polarized orbital «1 + X1I"*)looks like a bonding orbital of the product, the
reaction is favored. Earlier in thisbook the change in charge density EhooPkO
caused by mixing singly excited configurations was considered, and it was scen
that nuclei move to regions of space in which EhooPkO is positive. Hence, in
order to propose that nuclei move erom one part of a molecule to another
(e.g., when conrotatory and disrotatory openings of cyclobutene were ex-

~. amined), it is necessary to look for single excitations that give positive values

~ of Ek*oOPkOfor those regions of the molecule. If these same single excitations

I

', also give rise to EhooPkO patterns that allow the "new" bonds to form as the
. "old" bonds are being broken, the concerted reaction should be symmetry-
~.'allowed.Hence, for cyclobutene,when wemiKthe <1211"2configuration with the

~; <111"211"* and <1211"<1*, we are trying to allow electron density to flow erom <1to 11"*
~ and erom 11"to <1*,respectively. Clearly, these excitations (orbital p01arizations)

allow the <1and 11"bonds of the reactants to rupture. Moreover, flow of charge
joto the 11"*orbital produces electron density in an orbital of the form

~
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whereas, artel the conrotatory rotation, the o*.orbital appears to be

0
Notice that these orbitals have the same nadal patterns (phase relations) as the
twa occupied molecular orbitais of the product 1,3-butadiene:

and

Thus, the same excitations that lead to rupture of the reactant band also form
the product band. We shall make use of the idea of charge now erom the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) again. In still other examples, it will be seen that
orbitais other then the HOMO and LUMO can play important roles. What is
important is that low-energy single excitations arf present that permit new
bonds to form as old bonds break-this is the essenceof the concerted reac-
tions we arf studying.

4.7. Electrocyclic ReactioDS
by Occupied-Orbital FolIowing

Another feature of chemical reactions caD be seen by again considering the
opening of a four-membered ring but with a heteroatom present. The (hypo-
thetical) opening of

H'NI /
to give

H-{7

..,,~ tl." c;aT11",,~l-;t~~-~"mn'H'h.,' ~""'d,."i"t~ ...~ tl." ~~~~t; ~""m;""r1 ;., '"'~~
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of the barrier to disrotatory opening of cyclobutene-the true origin of sym-
metry barriers is the noncorrelation of nodalpatterns among the reactant and
produet orbitaIs (Pearson, 1976). Soch nodal-pattern noncorrelation is ex-
amined in this section.

By applying a disrotatory motion to the twa occupied orbitaIs of

L7

one obtains

Q DIS.. ~ == DIS (eT)

L}
DIS.

~
j Rj == DIS (7T23)

!

[in which OIS{o) denotes the effect of the disrotatory opening on the q orbital).
In the produet

r7

the occupied 'II" orbitais look like

=°1 = b2.

Notice that although DIS{q) bas the same Dodal pattern (phase relationship)
between the atomie orbitais as occurs in orbital ah the DIS{'II"23)orbital does
not match in its phase relationship with b2. Thus, soch ring opening is forbid-
den. It is important to keep in mind that w,eare examining the effect of the DIS
opening on the occupied reactant orbitais to see whether the occupied produet
orbitais result-exactly what is dane when constructing an orbital-correlation,. ~, .. . .
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On the other band, a conrotatory (eON) motion applied to the occupied
active orbitaIs of cyclobutene gives

eON (o-) - q
and eON(1I"23)is identical to 0IS(1I"23)'The phases of eON(1I"23)and eON(o)
agree with those of the product a 1 and b2 orbitaIs, respectively, so for this mo-
tion the occupied orbitaIs correlate. For disrotatory motion they do not.

This kind of orbital-following works equally well on the hypothetical
reaction involvingaza-substituted cyclobutene. The phase relationships of the
occupied reactant orbitaIs are folIowed as the molecular deformation of in-
terest takes place. Only the occupied molecular orbitaIs need to be considered
because of the bond-symmetry role discussed in section 4.4. By ignoring the
unoccupied molecular orbitaIs, work is reduced, but the opportunity is tost to
guess how large a symmetrybarrier is expected, because to know how steeply
uphill the configuration-correlation diagram should be drawn, the relative
energiesof the excited orbitaIs most algo be known.

We now examine another electrocyclicreaction

O~0
and ask whether eON or DIS motion is aIlowed. Disrotatory motion is con-
sidered first. To simplify the diagrams in this and several of the following ex-
amples, the symbols + and ~ are used to indicate whether positive 1I"-orbital
components project up or down erom the pIane of the page. Thus, for
disrotatory motion,

DIS (o-) = o - 0.+
DIS (vI) =

+

:cr
and
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The occupied 11" orbitals of the produet are described by

The orbitals caD be correlated according to their phase relationships as

DIS(1I" t) - 11"1

DIS(a) - 1I"J

DIS(1I"2) - 11"2,

so disrotatory ring opening is allowed. In contrast, for conrotatory motion,

eON(eT) = Q - (l
+

which could correlate with 11"2but then DIS(1I"2)would have no produet orbital
with which to connect. Hence, conrotatory motion is forbidden. Note that the
motion (CON or DIS) that is allowed varies, depending upaD the length of the
conjugated 11"network connecting the twa termini (Woodward and Hoffman,
1970).

These electrocyclic reactions caD algO be treated by the HOMO-LUMO
mixing concept. For example, in the disrotatory opening of

,o1\\
,

the reaction coordinate preserves the av phase running through the molecule.
As a result, the HOMO-LU MO single excitations vlk ItlUsthave the same sym-
metry under av as vlo for (vlo Iahe/aQIvlk) to be nonvanishing. This means that
the HOMO and LUMO themselves must have the same symmetry under av.
The relevant HOMO's are

Q

-

~lr

+ -

+(1+ +(1- -(I-
+ + + - + +

+ + +

71"; 71"2 71"3
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o -

:0'
ClearlyUand 11".havethesamesymmetryas 11"and u*, and the HOMO-LUMO
excitations give rise to patterns that allow the new bonds to form. Thus, this
reaction is algo allowed according to the LUMO-HOMO mixing criterion.

4.8. Cycloaddition Reactions by Orbital Following

The cycloaddition reaction

2 H2C=CH2 -- D
considered in section 4.4 is now reexamined by using the orbital-following pro-
cedure. The fragmentation F of the two u bonds in

D
gives

Here, for example, FUl is used to represent the result of fragmentation on the
Ul orbital.

FUl bas the same phase properties as the bonding 11"orbital of one ethylene
fragment. However, Fu2 looks like an antibonding 11". orbital of the other
ethylene fragment, so this fragmentation is forbidden, in agreement with the
result~ of section 4.4.

H H
Fu, = F H = - erH

+ +

H -H
Fa. = F H

=

H er
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Notice that the symmetry-combined u orbitals, Ut and U2, were used
because orbitais were needed that, on bond rupture, would have amplitude on
both atoms of the resultant ethylene molecule. If we bad considered

F (tJ) =~ ar

~
we would achieve no phase information, because two or more pieces of a
wavefunction or orbital are needed to make a statement about phase.

The above cycloaddition reaction is labeled [2$+ 2.J. The 2's denote the
conjugation lengths of both fragments; the subscripts s show that fragments
react in a suprafacial manner. The term suprafadal refers to an attack on the
same face of the 11"system;antarafadal(subscripta) meansthat the newly
formed or broken bonds occur on opposite faces of the 11"system.

We now consider the [2$+ 2"J cycloaddition of two ethylenes. To indicate
the fact that the one ethylene is bonded in a suprafacial manner and the other
in an antarafacial manner, cyclobutane is drawn as follows:

~
~

in which the + and - signs again indicate the directions of the orbitallobes
participatinginthebonding.Thefragmentationresultsinthefollowingorbital
mappings:

F(~ =

H
HF(~ =

The fragmented orbitais with the lowest-energy nodal pattern that results have
heen chosen to ('orrel!!tf'. For f'y~mnlf'.
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H
is not drawn in the first case. These fragmented orbitais have the proper phase
relationships to correlate with the bonding 11"orbitals of both ethylenes; hence,
the [2$+ 2a] reaction is allowed.

The retrograde Diels-Alder reaction

G--Ro-o
+ O2

is a more difficult example. The fragmentation process gives rise to the folIow-
ing orbital mappings:

These three fragmented orbitais have the same phase patterns as in the three
occupied active orbitais of

R + O2

hence, the retrograde Diels-Alder reaction is allowed via a [4$+ 2$]
mechanism. Notice that the lengths of the conjugated 11"systems in the twe ene

FP) =/\++ / e (i)o-o o-o
" c o o

FM = O

F() =
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systems determine whether the cycloaddition reaction is allowed via the supra-
supra mechanism (Woodward and Hoffman, 1970).

The above reaction tan also be examined by the HOMO-LUMO method.
The relevant HOMO's of the (J and 11"moieties are

o" "
~

o-o

and the LUMO's are

oa,-p
~

o-o

As the fragmentation of the twa carbon-oxygenbonds begins, the (Jco and 11".

tan be combined to form a new 11"band in the diene

and (J~o and 11"tan combine to give the 11"band on O2

e e
f)-fJ

Thus, the [4. + 2.] reaction is allowed.
. The fragmentHOMO'sand LUMO'scouldalsobechosento referto th(
O2 and

r7

product molecules. In this case, the O2 HOMO

(+) (+)
O-Q
O O

bas good overlap with the diene LUMO
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and the O2 LUMO

(+) e
t)-t)

overlaps favorably with the diene HOMO

again leading to the prediction that the Oiels-Alder reaction is symmetry-
allowed.

In section 4.4 the four-center concerted-addition reaction typified by the
dimerization of ethylene to give cyclobutane was shown to be thermally for-
bidden. However. in same circumstances,products can stillbe fOrt11ed.For ex-
ample,

/
can dimerize to give 1,5-cyclooctadiene

o
What makes this reaction occur so easily (Le.. with law activation energy),
when the analogous ethylenedimerization bas a verylarge activation barrier, is
the availability of a two-step reaction path. By first combining twa reactant
molecules to give the radical intermediate\'

~
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and, in a subsequent step, coupling the twa allyl radicals, one obtains

cY=

which tan then rearrange via an a/lowed Cope rearrangement (Pearson, 1976)
to give the final product 1,5-cyclooctadiene. The stability of the well-known
allyl radical intermediates make this reaction path thermally favored. This
path does not contribute to the ethylene dimerization because the 1,4-biradical

c:
is very unstable. In contrast, perfluoroethylene F2CCF2 tan thermally
dimerize via the radical pathway because of the strong radical-stabilizingin-
fluence of the electron-withdrawingfluorine atoms. These examples illustrate
the point made in the introduction to Part 2. The symmetryanalysistan be ap-
plied to aDYsingle reaction step, but if that step is predicted to be forbidden,
one must keep in mind that other pathways might be available and even
favorable.

4.9. Sigmatropie Migrations via HOMO-LUMO Overlaps

The reaction

U+-~
utilizes the [l,5] suprafacial shift of a hydrogen atom. If the product were

-n
if would be a [l,5] antarafacial migration. This class of reaction tan be ex-
amined by considering HOMO-LUMO charge-flow interactions (Le., a singly
excited configuration interaction caused by (1fOIah./aQI,h»;The HOMO's
of the twa relevant fragments are

1T=~ cr=~
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v* : ~ (T* : ~
As the hydrogen atom is moved erom the right carbon terminu s to the left ter-
minus, both the (1 and 71"* orbitais and the 71"and (1* orbitais develop substantial
(1- and 7I"-bondingoverlap. If (1*were drawn

~
the singly excited configuration (1271"(1*would still give rise to bonding interac-
tions, because this configuration would simply enter into the perturbation
description of 1/ik(or ÓPkO)with an opposite sign (relative to the sign it has with
(1*drawn as originany drawn.) Another war to sar this is that

~ and ~
ale equivalent descriptions of the same orbital. An overall sign change never
has ariy influence on the physical content of an orbital (or a wavefunction)-it
is oniy the internal relative phases that ale important.

Based on this analysis, the [1,5] suprafacial shift is anowed according to
the criterion of HOMOcLUMO overlap criterion. The antarafacial shift is for-
bidden because the orbital of the hydrogen atom attaches to the bottom of the
P...orbital of the left carbon terminus. As a result, the (1 and 71"* orbitais and the
71" and (1* orbitais no longer have totally favorable overlap for the product
molecules (they have SOfie favorable and SOfie unfavorable overlap):

(T-V*: (t)~ and
&-~~ ~

-
+ -

V-(T* : - ---+ -
In contrast, the [1,3] antarafacial migration

~-
-

is anowed because the relevant HOMO' s

(T~~

~H

T=~
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and LUMO's

~.=~ ~.=~
develop good overlap (u- 1["*and 1["- u*) as the hydrogen moves to the bot-
tom of the left terminus. The [1,3] suprafacial shift is forbidden because the
feature that determines which reaction (antara or supra) is allowed is the phase
pattern of the 1[" orbital of the reactant (Woodward and Hoffmann, 1970).

Fukui (1971) bas extended the idea of good fragment HOMO-LUMO
overlap to predict wherein a moleculethe reaction is most likelyto occur. For
example, in the reaction

CI-CH] + Cl- -Cl- + H]C-Cl

the HOMO of the attacking Cl- is

8cI3
and the LUMO of CICH] is

H

€c13 C)C{@
~H

The other HOMO-LU MO pair is very high in energy because it involves the ex-
cited stale of CI-; hence, it contributes little to the charge flow. Attack of the
Cl- should occur either on the back end of the CICH], where the LUMO bas
large amplitude, to give CI- + H]CCl, or on the CI end of CICH] to give
CICI + -CH]. The former reaction is thermodynamically favored because' of
the differences in hond strengths (C-CI> CI-CI) and electron affinity
(CI » CH]). The fundamental point in using the Fukui method is to identify
the HOMO and LUMO pairs of the fragments and then to let Lbeminteract in
a way (Le., along some molecular distortion) that allows Lbemto overlap max-
imally.

4.10. A Topology-Based Metbod

In this section, a final technique for predicting whether a reaction is allowed is
i!p~,.ra,orl T\-.;c m"th,,"! ~c --'~..~1,,~~--' h,' 7;~~~r.~~" ftnl:r,\ ~..., ,,.. T"\~...~-
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approaeh, the energyis govemed by the aromatie or antiaromatie nature of the
transition stale. By concentrating on aromaticity, this tael is limited to reae-
tions that pass through a cyc/ic transition state-a elass of reactions called
pericyclic (Woodward and Hoffman, 1970).The primary advantage of this

techniqueis that it requiresknowledgeof onlythe top%gy of the transition Istale and of the number of aetive electrons-it is not necessaryto examine in-
Idividual molecular orbitals, HOMO's, or LUMO's.

To implement this method, one begins by assigning phases to the atomie ~

orbitals involved in the eyclie transition stale in order to give positive overlaps- ~
as far as possible-as one walks along the bonds being broken and the bonds'
being formed throughout the transition stale. It may not be possible to have
positive overlap throughout, for one or moce interorbita/ sigo inversions may
be foreed by the nature of the atomic orbitaIs being used. If an odd number of
soch sigo inversions oeeurs, the transition stale is said to be Mobius; no inver-
sions or an even num ber of inversions give rise to a Bilcke/ transition stale. A

Hiiekel t~~sition ~tate is s~~ .to be s~~le if it eontains 4n -: 2 electron~and .,~

unstable If It eontalOs 4n; Mob1UStransitlon states are stable If they eonta1n 4n ;l
electrons. .

Let us use this method to determine whether the reaction Mg (3s2)+ ,;

H2 -MgH2 eA 1) is allowed. For C2" symmetry, 3sM&is al and H2u, is alt but
the MgH u bonds are al and b2; thus, the bond-symmetry fule indicates that
the reaetion is forbidden. The HOMO-LUMO overlap eriterion yields the
same result, namely, 1

H2uu = LUMO and 3sM&= HOMO.

In the Dewar-Zimmerman topology-based method the atomie orbitals .

assigoed phases as follows to permit no sigo ehanges:

+ +

@---0
G5

+

This is a Hiiekel system eontaining 4n = 4 active electrons; henee, its tr:
tion stale is unstable and the reaetion is forbidden. In eontrast,

Ni (4823dl~ + H2-NiH2

is allowed if Ni uses its d orbitals, since the system is naw Mobius,
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+ -

@}@

00
EJ\2)

ar

+@@+

00
EJ\2)

and contains 4n = 4 active electrons (only the twa electrons erom H:zand the
twa electrons erom the one active d orbital count.)

The suprafacial addition of H2 to H2CCH2 is a 4-electron Hiickel system.

~
I I

@---@
+ +

,forbidden, just as would be found via a LUMO-HOMO or full-symmetry-
'!JTelationtreatment. The.antarafacial addition reaction is allowed, since it
~§:afour-electron Mobius transition stale. The antarafacial attack diagram
"', be constructed by walking along the new-bond-old-bond cycleas follows

~g with the top hydrogen and moving to the neighboring carbon)

\
\
\
\
I

1
- I- I

0 ,/1

bows one phase chanie, or alternatively, by walking erom the top
':ento the b~Ltomhydrogen
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G

H-' \-\
( \
\ ,

+ +:
l I

.0- ---///

where again one interorbital phase change results. Hence. this reaction is
Mobius and contains tour electrons. Note that this method applies only to
those systems having (proposed) transition states that are cyclic. Other i

methods that we have talked about (in particular. fuli orbital diagrams.

j

"

configuration-correlation diagrams. and HOMO-LUMO interactions) tan be

.
used to solve any problem as laRg as same symmetry exists or as laRg as one
tan identify the proper HOMO and LUMO of the fragment. .

It would be good practice for the leader to go back through sections .
4.4-4.9 and applyall of the Dewar-Zimmerman. HOMO-LUMO. symmetry- l
correlation. and orbital-followingtechniques. This would help one to see rela- f
tionships among the methods. In particular. it is important to observe that
most of the techniques that we have covered ale closely interrelated. Bach
attempts to determine whether the occupied orbitaIs of the reactant (where
electronic configuration information appears) evolve smoothly joto occupied
orbitaIs of the products. In the methods of the orbitaI-correlation diagram and !

the bond-symmetry rulet this is achievedby matching symmetriesof occupiedl
orbitaIs. In the orbital-following technique. one concentrates on phase rela- l
tions of these orbitaIs. The HOMO-LUMO method monitors the evolution oC"
the occupied orbitaIs by looking for low-energyvirtual orbitaIs that can be.;
mixed with the occupied orbitaIs of the reactant to generale product-occupied~

orbitais. Although the Dewar-Zimmerman method emphasizes the aromatic or
nonaromatic nature of the cyC/ic transition stale. even these properties are
directly related to the occupied-orbital nadal pattems.

Problems

l. Consider the reaction

H H

(1)

":: H3C

D
CO ~ H3C'

O
. + I ~ I +

~ h HC ~ h HC'"3 3 H
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The products could be those shown, or the cyclohexanecould have the opposite
stereochemistry,that is,

HJ'. H
3-"'bH/l

CH3

Which of these reactions is thermally allowed? Use HOMO-LUMO, the bond-
symmetry rule, and Zimmerman-Dewar methods.

2. Which of the ketones shown below should be thermally unstable with respect to CO
" loss to give the diene and cyclotriene, respectively?

6
o

~
Use orbital-correlation diagrams, configuration-correlation diagrams (using the two
mirror planes of symmetry), and orbital-following to predict whether the reaction
given below is thermally allowed.

m2

F" /H
C=C (-C=C) - C R2/ n,

D RI
Down to undergo a thermal sigmatropic hydrogen shift to give a 50:50 mixture of
'o compounds that have identical chemical formulas but differ in their geometrical
idabsolute configurations. What are the two products if n is even? What are they if
Js odd? You may assume that steric factors are unimportant in formulating your

'er. Use the Zimmerman-Dewar method to answer this problem.

though the [1,3] suprafacial hydrogen shift

')\H ~H~
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is forbidden, the corresponding methyl-group migration is allowed. Why? What
products (including absolute and geometrical isomer considerations) are expected in
the [1,3] suprafacial migration of the Rs, R6, R7 substituted methyl group in

R5

~
\ "R 7

R~ C"I 'R
R2 R R 63 ~

You may neglect steric factors.

6. Ammonia NHJ is known to have CJ. symmetry. The bonding in this molecule caDbe
explained gy using the 2s and 2p orbitals of nitrogen and the ls orbital of hydrogen.

a. Use symmetry projectors to combine the lsH orbitals to form symmetry-adapted
orbitais. What are the symmetries of the resulting orbitals?

b. Repeat step (a) for the 2sNand three 2PNorbitals.

c. Show in a qualitative orbital-energy-Ievel diagram how the N and H atomie or-
bitals combine to produce bonding, nonbonding, and antibonding molecular or-
bitals of NHJ. Label the orbitals. Assume that the lsH orbitals are lower in energy
than the 2PNorbital but higher than the 2sNorbital.

For use in the following questions, seven molecular orbitals are labeled in order of
increasing energy CPI . . . CP7.

d. Consider the singlet excited stale that can be generated by exciting an electron
eromCPJ joto the lowest available molecular orbital. ts this excited stale slabie,
first-order Jahn-Teller unstable, or second-order Jahn-Teller unstable? If it is
Jahn-Teller unstable, what symmetry of vibration would be expected to distort
the molecule (NHJ has 2A I and 2E vibrations)?

e. Repeat step (d) for an excitation out of CPJjoto the highest-available-valence
molecular orbital.


